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Creative Exchange
You cannot discover lands already inhabited. In this
prophetic blend of history, theology, and cultural
commentary, Mark Charles and Soong-Chan Rah
reveal the damaging effects of the "Doctrine of
Discovery," which institutionalized American
triumphalism and white supremacy. This book calls
our nation and churches to a truth-telling that will
expose past injustices and open the door to
conciliation and true community.

Poverty
Witnessing Whiteness
Black theology tends to be a theology about no-body.
Though one might assume that black and womanist
theology have already given significant attention to
the nature and meaning of black bodies as a
theological issue, this inquiry has primarily taken the
form of a focus on issues relating to liberation,
treating the body in abstract terms rather than
focusing on the experiencing of a material, fleshy
reality. By focusing on the body as a physical entity
and not just a metaphorical one, Pinn offers a new
approach to theological thinking about race, gender,
and sexuality. According to Pinn, the body is of
profound theological importance. In this first text on
black theology to take embodiment as its starting
point and its goal, Pinn interrogates the traditional
source materials for black theology, such as spirituals
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them toThought
materials such as photography that highlight the
theological importance of the body. Employing a
multidisciplinary approach spanning from the
sociology of the body and philosophy to anthropology
and art history, Embodiment and the New Shape of
Black Theological Thought pushes black theology to
the next level.

Native
Our predominant experience is that we have a body,
with which we work, eat, dance, make love, have
pleasure. But sometimes when we are sick, tired, or in
pain, our perception changes; then we experience
that we are our bodies. That is the experience which
Elisabeth Moltmann-Wendel explores in this unique
book.

Navigating Toward Adulthood
In this book, Yong shows what happens when the
revolutionary practices of Jesus and the early church
are applied to Christian relations with people of other
faiths. He shows that the religious 'other' is not a
mere object for conversion, but a neighbour to whom
hospitality must be extended.

Stand Your Ground
This study develops a Christian theological response
to the problems of race and anti-black racism in
conversation with black theology and womanist
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theology. It interprets
multiple voices,
developments,
and tensions in these two theological traditions over
the last half century.

Pedagogy and the Politics of the Body
From her perspective as a white feminist theologian,
Karen Teel dialogues with five womanist thinkers to
develop a Christian theology of the body that can
compel Christians, especially U. S. Christians of
European descent, to actively resist the sin of racism.

Hospitality and the Other
In Witnessing Whiteness, Kristopher Norris explores
the challenges that lie at the intersection of race,
church, and politics in America and argues for a new
ethics of responsibility to confront white supremacy.
Norris provides in-depth analysis of the ways
whiteness, as a process of social/identity formation, is
fueling racial division within American Christianity and
the inadequacy of efforts at racial reconciliation to
fully address the challenges posed by white
supremacy poses. Seeking deeper theological reasons
for racial injustice, he focuses on two of the most
important thinkers in American religion of the past
half century, Stanley Hauerwas and James Cone.
Examining the current manifestations of racism in
American churches, exploring the theological roots of
white supremacy, and reflecting on the ways
whiteness impacts even well-meaning, progressive
white theologians, this book diagnoses the ways in
which all of white theology and white Christian
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By
identifying the roots of white supremacy within the
Christian church's theology and practice, it argues
that the white church has a particular, and
fundamental, responsibility to address it. Witnessing
Whiteness uncovers this responsibility ethic at the
convergence of two prominent streams in theological
ethics: traditionalist witness theology and black
liberationist theology. Employing their shared
resources and attending to the criticisms liberation
theology directs at traditionalism, it proposes
concrete practices to challenge the white church's
and white theology's complicity in white supremacy.

A Theology of Love
* Harvests insights of black women's historical
experience for theology * Rethinks what it means to
be human in light of African American experience

Enfleshing Theology
Contemporary scholars who study race and racism
have emphasized that white complicity plays a role in
perpetuating systemic racial injustice. Being White,
Being Good seeks to explain what scholars mean by
white complicity, to explore the ethical and
epistemological assumptions that white complicity
entails, and to offer recommendations for how white
complicity can be taught. The book highlights how
well-intentioned white people who might even
consider themselves as paragons of antiracism might
be unwittingly sustaining an unjust system that they
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could it mean
for
white people 'to be good' when they can reproduce
and maintain racist system even when, and especially
when, they believe themselves to be good? In order to
answer this question, Barbara Applebaum advocates
a shift in our understanding of the subject, of
language, and of moral responsibility. Based on these
shifts a new notion of moral responsibility is
articulated that is not focused on guilt and that can
help white students understand and acknowledge
their white complicity. Being White, Being Good
introduces an approach to social justice pedagogy
called 'white complicity pedagogy.' The practical and
pedagogical implications of this approach are fleshed
out by emphasizing the role of uncertainty,
vulnerability, and vigilance. White students who
acknowledge their complicity have an increased
potential to develop alliance identities and to engage
in genuine cross-racial dialogue. White complicity
pedagogy promises to facilitate the type of listening
on the part of white students so that they come open
and willing to learn, and 'not just to say no.'
Applebaum also conjectures that systemically
marginalized students would be more likely and
willing to invest energy and time, and be more willing
to engage with the systemically privileged, when the
latter acknowledge rather than deny their complicity.
It is a central claim of the book that acknowledging
complicity encourages a willingness to listen to,
rather than dismiss, the struggles and experiences of
the systemically marginalized.

Racism and the Image of God
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on the
body as a zone of critical praxis, Shapiro lays the
foundation for the theory and practice of a
somatically oriented critical pedagogy."

I Am My Body
A timely and challenging collection of essays on Jesus
Christ through the perspective of the slaves and the
struggles of African Americans today.

Time Past, Time Future
To illustrate the complexities of black women's
experiences of self-identification and racial
embodiment, Phillis Isabella Sheppard provides an
account that engages both psychoanalytic theory and
the role of religion and cultural objects in selfunderstanding.

Being human
Minister and theologian Marcia Mount Shoop Offers an
analysis of Reformed heritage---and an impassioned
provocation that we live more adventurously.
"Beautifully written and deeply felt. This work offers a
vivid theology relocated in the flesh and blood of life's
utter physicality. Finally a book to recommend when
people ask about resources on bodies and
theology!"---Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore, E. Rhodes and
Leona B. Carpenter Professor of Pastoral Theology,
The Divinity School and Graduate Department of
Religion, Vanderbilt University "An incredibly
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compelling theological
work. Bringing
together
a host
of cutting-edge concerns that matter not simply to
academic theologians, but to the lived life of faith,
this project invokes the importance of bodies and
their marking by gender, race, ethnicity, etc. Mount
Shoop uses these now-familiar themes to break new
ground by revealing the inadequacy of the overly
verbal and cognitive character of Protestant worship
and practice. It is groundbreaking."---Mary McClintock
Fulkerson, Professor of Theology, Duke Divinity
School, and author of Places of Redemption: Theology
for a Worldly Church "Mount Shoop thiks in new ways
about central theological concepts and dares to
imagine a new church emerging out of them. She
combines the intellectual vigor of an academic with
the heart and soul of a pastor who understands what
it means to lead a congregation. Happily, she writes
like a poet. Let the Bones Dance is provocative,
stimulating, and readable."---John M. Buchanan,
pastor, Fourth Presbyterian Church, Chicago, Illinois,
and author of A New Church for a New World
Contemporary Christian faith and practice tend to
address spiritual, mental, and emotional issues but
ignore the body. As a result, many believers are
uncomfortable in their own skins. Mount Shoop
addresses this "dis-ease" with a theology that is
attentive to physical experience. She also suggests
how worship services can more fully invite God to
inhabit every part of a congregation---including their
flesh-and-blood bodies.

After Whiteness
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Whether concerned
health, law,
ethics, Thought
social
relations, or relationship with God, religious thought
today runs squarely into the question: what does it
mean to be human? Dwight Hopkins, whose important
work in Black Theology has mediated classic
theological concerns through the prism of African
American culture, here offers a fresh take on
theological anthropology. Rather than defining "the
human" as one eternal or inviolable essence,
however, Hopkins looks to the multiple and conflicting
notions of the human in contemporary thought, and
particularly three key variables: culture, self, and
race. What in a traditional framework were seen as
"accidents" now take center stage, and Hopkins's
critical reframing of these concepts firmly locates
human endeavor, development, transcendence, and
liberation in the particular messiness of struggle and
strife. This major work from a leading black theologian
frames the debate about being human in a way that
opens rather than closes our self-questioning.

Self, Culture, and Others in Womanist
Practical Theology
* A serious look at the larger cultural, theological, and
philosophical issues that face black religion today * A
new way of evaluating slave narratives, suffering, and
the role of the churches

Knowing Christ Crucified
Race
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In Poetics of the Flesh Mayra Rivera offers poetic
reflections on how we understand our carnal
relationship to the world, at once spiritual, organic,
and social. She connects conversations about
corporeality in theology, political theory, and
continental philosophy to show the relationship
between the ways ancient Christian thinkers and
modern Western philosophers conceive of the "body"
and "flesh.” Her readings of the biblical writings of
John and Paul as well as the work of Tertullian
illustrate how Christian ideas of flesh influenced the
works of Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Michel Foucault,
and inform her readings of Judith Butler, Frantz Fanon,
and others. Rivera also furthers developments in new
materialism by exploring the intersections among
bodies, material elements, social arrangements, and
discourses through body and flesh. By painting a
complex picture of bodies, and by developing an
account of how the social materializes in flesh, Rivera
provides a new way to understand gender and race.

Essential Catholic Social Thought 2nd
edition
Enfleshing Freedom
In Race: A Theological Account, J. Kameron Carter
meditates on the multiple legacies implicated in the
production of a racialized world and that still mark
how we function in it and think about ourselves.
These are the legacies of colonialism and empire,
political theories of the state, anthropological theories
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Carter's claim is that Christian theology, and the
signal transformation it (along with Christianity)
underwent, is at the heart of these legacies. In that
transformation, Christian anti-Judaism biologized itself
so as to racialize itself. As a result, and with the
legitimation of Christian theology, Christianity
became the cultural property of the West, the
religious ground of white supremacy and global
hegemony. In short, Christianity became white. The
racial imagination is thus a particular kind of
theological problem. Not content only to describe this
problem, Carter constructs a way forward for Christian
theology. Through engagement with figures as
disparate in outlook and as varied across the
historical landscape as Immanuel Kant, Frederick
Douglass, Jarena Lee, Michel Foucault, Cornel West,
Albert Raboteau, Charles Long, James Cone, Irenaeus
of Lyons, Gregory of Nyssa, and Maximus the
Confessor, Carter reorients the whole of Christian
theology, bringing it into the twenty-first century.
Neither a simple reiteration of Black Theology nor
another expression of the new theological
orthodoxies, this groundbreaking book will be a major
contribution to contemporary Christian theology, with
ramifications in other areas of the humanities.

Grave Attending
Enfleshing Theology examines the groundbreaking
work of M. Shawn Copeland, particularly its
implications for questions of embodiment,
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Including
a brief Thought
introduction, an interview, seventeen essays, and a
selected bibliography, this volume highlights the
intersectional theological nature of Copeland's work.

Beyond the Doctrine of Man
On forming people who form communion Theological
education has always been about formation: first of
people, then of communities, then of the world. If we
continue to promote whiteness and its related ideas
of masculinity and individualism in our educational
work, it will remain diseased and thwart our efforts to
heal the church and the world. But if theological
education aims to form people who can gather others
together through border-crossing pluralism and Goddrenched communion, we can begin to cultivate the
radical belonging that is at the heart of God’s
transformative work. In this inaugural volume of the
Theological Education between the Times series,
Willie James Jennings shares the insights gained from
his extensive experience in theological education,
most notably as the dean of a major university’s
divinity school—where he remains one of the only
African Americans to have ever served in that role. He
reflects on the distortions hidden in plain sight within
the world of education but holds onto abundant hope
for what theological education can be and how it can
position itself at the front of a massive cultural shift
away from white, Western cultural hegemony. This
must happen through the formation of what Jennings
calls erotic souls within ourselves—erotic in the sense
that denotes the power and energy of authentic
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After Whiteness is for anyone who has ever
questioned why theological education still matters. It
is a call for Christian intellectuals to exchange
isolation for intimacy and embrace their place in the
crowd—just like the crowd that followed Jesus and
experienced his miracles. It is part memoir, part
decolonial analysis, and part poetry—a multimodal
discourse that deliberately transgresses boundaries,
as Jennings hopes theological education will do, too.

Let the Bones Dance
Brian Bantum says that race is not merely an
intellectual category or a biological fact. Much like the
incarnation, it is a Òword made flesh,Ó the confluence
of various powers that allow some to organize and
dominate the lives of others. In this way racism is a
deeply theological problem, one that is central to the
Christian story and one that plays out daily in the
United States and throughout the world. In The Death
of Race, Bantum argues that our attempts to heal
racism will not succeed until we address what gives
rise to racism in the first place: a fallen understanding
of our bodies that sees difference as something to
resist, defeat, or subdue. Therefore, he examines the
question of race, but through the lens of our bodies
and what our bodies mean in the midst of a
complicated, racialized world, one that perpetually
dehumanizes dark bodies, thereby rendering all of us
less than God's intention.

Body Parts
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Native is about identity, soul-searching, and the neverending journey of finding ourselves and finding God.
As both a citizen of the Potawatomi Nation and a
Christian, Kaitlin Curtice offers a unique perspective
on these topics. In this book, she shows how
reconnecting with her Potawatomi identity both
informs and challenges her faith. Curtice draws on her
personal journey, poetry, imagery, and stories of the
Potawatomi people to address themes at the forefront
of today's discussions of faith and culture in a positive
and constructive way. She encourages us to embrace
our own origins and to share and listen to each
other's stories so we can build a more inclusive and
diverse future. Each of our stories matters for the
church to be truly whole. As Curtice shares what it
means to experience her faith through the lens of her
Indigenous heritage, she reveals that a vibrant
spirituality has its origins in identity, belonging, and a
sense of place.

The Criminal Prosecution and Capital
Punishment of Animals
The achievement of our humanity comes about only
through immersion in concrete, visceral, embodied
relational experience; yet for many human beings
that achievement is stamped by the struggle against
oppression in history, society, and religion. In this
incisive and important work, distinguished theologian
M. Shawn Copeland demonstrates with rare insight
and conviction how black women's historical
experience and oppression cast a completely different
light on our theological ideas about being human.
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Copeland argues
that American
race, embodiment,
and
relations of power reframe not only theological
anthropology but also our notions of discipleship,
church, Eucharist, and Christ. Enfleshing Freedom is a
work of deep moral seriousness, rigorous speculative
skill, and sharp theological reasoning. This new
edition incorporates recent theological, philosophical,
historical, political, and sociological scholarship;
engages with current social movements like
#BlackLivesMatter and #MeToo; and presents a new
chapter on the body.

Existential Theology
The theological and ministerial task at the heart of
ministry with adolescents is assisting adolescents to
recognise and grow into the multiple relationships in
their lives, including their relationship with God. The
author divides her work into four parts. In Part I, she
establishes the book's argument, namely that the
project of adolescence--the growth from childhood to
adulthood--is to find one's place in the world and
involves multiple relational and interpretive tasks. In
Part II, she argues for the social nature of adulthood,
offering, first, a definition of adulthood as being
responsible within the context of relationships. Thus,
adolescence is the time to learn to be responsible
within the context of relationships. In Part III, the
author names adolescence as the optimal life stage
for the transformation from an instrumental to a
relational engagement with the world. In Part IV, she
considers the church's response. She focuses on how
Christian narratives, embodied in the lives of real
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adolescents may interpret their lives. And she closes
with the suggestion that robust relationships and
relational practices support the development of the
relational and interpretive tasks of adolescence.
Throughout the inquiry is a theological argument
identifying the constant presence and movement of
God's grace in the transformation of adolescents.

Racial Justice and the Catholic Church
The poor will always be with you, Jesus said – but that
doesn’t mean Christians have ever figured out how to
be with the poor. Pope Francis has emphasized a
vision of a “Church that is poor and for the poor.” But
growing economic inequality continues to spread
across the globe. This book takes a fresh look at the
role of churches, and individual Christians, in relating
to poverty and the poor among them. A strong focus
is placed on the biblical and theological roots of the
Church’s commitment to care for the poor. At times
praised as a virtue and blessed as a condition,
poverty easily confuses us, and we are often left
doing little to nothing to make a difference with and
for the poor. As a social evil and a burden, poverty
has elicited many kinds of reactions among the
followers of Christ. It is time for Christians to figure
out what to do about it. Contributors include Pope
Francis, Pheme Perkins, Sandra M. Schneider, and
Thomas Massaro SJ. “This book provides a wonderful,
provocative theological framework for those of us who
minister among our most vulnerable sisters and
brothers. For anyone who regularly looks into the
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and
inspiration.” —DONNA MARKHAM, OP, President and
CEO, Catholic Charities USA “The authors challenge
us to see, hear, and think differently about the
meanings of poverty, and to love passionately those
whom Jesus loved—the poor.” —PROFESSOR M.
SHAWN COPELAND, author of Enfleshing Freedom:
Body, Race, and Being “As a good Franciscan, Ken
Himes knows poverty from the inside and has taught
well his student Conor Kelly. Here they draw together
rich resources that call all of us to the poverty we
need, and to resist needless poverty. This book is an
ideal resource for conversation.” —THOMAS H.
GROOME, author of What Makes Us Catholic, Sharing
Faith, and many other books Published in cooperation
with the Church in the 21st Century Center, Boston
College

The Subversive Power of Love
Poetics of the Flesh
The essays in this volume interrogate the problem of
modern/colonial definitions of the human person and
take up the struggle to decolonize such descriptions.
Contributions engage work from various fields,
including ethnic studies, religious studies, theology,
queer theory, philosophy, and literary studies.

Enfleshing Freedom
Henriette Delille was born into a nineteenth-century
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women of color existed for white male use whether
they were enslaved or free. Repudiating prevailing
societal norms and customs, Delille founded a
religious congregation, the Sisters of the Holy Family,
for free women of color, and thereby asserted black
women as fully capable of chastity and of possessing,
choosing; and disposing of themselves and their own
bodies. Delille's vision challenged commonly held
readings of those bodies; contravened slavery's
vicious stereotypes of black women as impious,
promiscuous, and lewd; and constructed an
alternative to Louisiana's system of placage, or
concubinage between a white man and a free black
woman. Drawing on her own research as well as a
range of historical and theological resources, Shawn
Copeland paints a compelling portrait of an intrepid
woman who is being considered for elevation to
sainthood in the Catholic Church.

Being White, Being Good
Christians have traditionally claimed that humans are
created in the image of God (imago Dei), but they
have consistently defined that image in ways that
exclude people from full humanity. The most wellknown definition locates the image in the rational
soul, which is constructed in such a way that women,
children, and many persons with disabilities are found
deficient. Body Parts claims the importance of
embodiment, difference, and limitation-not only as
descriptions of the human condition but also as part
of the imago Dei itself.
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The Death of Race
This volume in the Library of Theological Ethics series
draws on writings from the early nineteenth through
the late twentieth centuries to explore the
intersection of black experience and Christian faith
throughout the history of the United States. The first
sections follow the many dimensions of the African
American struggle with racism in this country:
struggles against theories of white supremacy,
against chattel slavery, and against racial segregation
and discrimination. The latter sections turn to the
black Christian vision of human flourishing, drawing
on perspectives from the arts, religion, philosophy,
ethics, and theology. It introduces students to major
voices from African American Christianity, including
Frederick Douglass, Richard Allen, W. E. B. DuBois,
Marcus Garvey, Martin Luther King Jr., Bayard Rustin,
Barbara Jordan, James H. Cone, and Jacqueline Grant.
This is the essential resource for anyone who wishes
to understand the role that Christian faith has played
in the African American struggle for a more just
society.

Unsettling Truths
• First text to place sexual ethics in a
sacramental/liturgical context • Designed to meet the
General Convention mandate for “theological
reflection” around issues of sexuality and marriage •
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Appropriate for
study American
regardless of
gender or
orientation Before Christian communities try to
address sexual ethics, the more fundamental
theological question demands attention: What can
sexual intimacy tell us about God? This book invites
reflection on sexual relationships within a broad
theological framework marked by creation, fall, and
redemption. These classical hallmarks of Christian
faith are proclaimed and enacted at every liturgical
celebration of the Eucharist, which offers a compelling
way to engage the link between sexual intimacy and
the longing for God, or the hoped-for promise of
“divine communion.”

Grace and Friendship
“This is a book about what it would mean to be a bit
moody in the midst of being theological and political.
Its framing assumption is that neoliberal economics
relies on narratives in which not being in the right
mood means a cursed existence.” So begins Grave
Attending: A Political Theology for the Unredeemed,
which mounts a challenge to neoliberal narratives of
redemption. Mapping the contemporary state of
political theology, Karen Bray brings it to bear upon
secularism, Marxist thought, affect theory, queer
temporality, and other critical modes as a way to
refuse separating one’s personal mood from the
political or philosophical. Introducing the concept of
bipolar time, she offers a critique of neoliberal
temporality by countering capitalist priorities of
efficiency through the experiences of mania and
depression. And it is here Bray makes her crucial
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critical turn, one
that values
the power
of those
who
are unredeemed in the eyes of liberal
democracy—those too slow, too mad, too depressed
to be of productive worth—suggesting forms of utopia
in the poetics of crip theory and ordinary habit.
Through performances of what she calls grave
attending—being brought down by the gravity of what
is and listening to the ghosts of what might have
been—Bray asks readers to choose collective care
over individual overcoming. Grave Attending brings
critical questions of embodiment, history, and power
to the fields of political theology, radical theology,
secular theology, and the continental philosophy of
religion. Scholars interested in addressing the lack of
intersectional engagement within these fields will find
this work invaluable. As the forces of neoliberalism
demand we be productive, efficient, happy, and
flexible in order to be deemed worthy subjects, Grave
Attending offers another model for living politically,
emotionally, and theologically. Instead of submitting
to such a market-driven concept of salvation, this
book insists that we remain mad, moody, and
unredeemed. Drawing on theories of affect,
temporality, disability, queerness, work, and race,
Bray persuades us that embodying more just forms of
sociality comes not in spite of irredeemable moods,
but through them.

African American Theological Ethics
An engaging study of black catholics, their
contributions to the Catholic church, and the
challenges they face. These essays describe the
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since
their arrival in North america in the sixteenth century
ujtil the present day. The essays highlight the
difficulties black Catholics faced in their early
attempts to join churches and enter religious
communities, their participation in the civil rights
struggle, and the challenges they face today as they
seek full inclusion in the church, whether in terms of
liturgical practice or pastoral ministry.

Uncommon Faithfulness
Existential Theology: An Introduction offers a
formalized and comprehensive examination of the
field of existential theology, in order to distinguish it
as a unique field of study and view it as a measured
synthesis of the concerns of Christian existentialism,
Christian humanism, and Christian philosophy with
the preoccupations of proper existentialism and a
series of unfolding themes from Augustine to
Kierkegaard. To do this, Existential Theology attends
to the field through the exploration of genres: the
European traditions in French, Russian, and German
schools of thought, counter-traditions in liberation,
feminist, and womanist approaches, and postmodern
traditions located in anthropological, political, and
ethical approaches. While the cultural contexts inform
how each of the selected philosopher-theologians
present genres of “existential theology,” other unique
genres are examined in theoretical and philosophical
contexts, particularly through a selected set of
theologians, philosophers, thinkers, and theorists that
are not generally categorized theologically. By
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assessing existential
through
how it
manifests itself in “genres,” this book brings together
lesser-known figures, well-known thinkers, and figures
that are not generally viewed as “existential
theologians” to form a focused understanding of the
question of the meaning of “existential theology” and
what “existential theology” looks like in its varying
forms.

Embodiment and the New Shape of Black
Theological Thought
>

Divine Communion
Vatican II ushered in a new outlook on living as
Catholic Christians in a global world. This book is a
student-friendly textbook on what it means to be
human in light of our changing world and church.
Each chapter will emphasize one particular aspect of
human existence, exegeting the relevant biblical
texts, classical and contemporary doctrines, and
challenges to living these teachings in the twenty-first
century. The book is divided into thirteen chapters,
correlating with a typical length of a semester. Course
instructors can shape their syllabi around this
structure, perhaps dividing the week between lecture,
discussion, and exercises, the latter of which will be
outlined at the end of each chapter. This exploration
of theological anthropology invites students from all
levels, including undergraduate, seminary students,
and engaged believers, into the conversation.
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